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COAS CAL_DIFFICULTY 

During the first COAS CAL the crew reported difficulty marking the star 
because of ice or other debris floating through the field of view. The on- 
board display of delta biases for this CAL were .07 and .14. The actual delta 
biases were .01 and .1. At the crew's request we rescheduled a second CAL. 
During the second CAL, after the evening alignment, the crew reported an 
apparent degradation in control authority and a general sluggish vehicle 
response when trying to center the star from the -Z station. A review of the 
final COAS CAL data revealed that the AFT SENSE SWITCH was in the -Z SENSE 
position instead of the -X, We feel this axis ambiguity contributed to the 
perception of degradéd vehicle response. 

RECOMMENDATION = 

Add a check of the AFT SENSE SWITCH to the COAS CAL procedure when using 
the aft station. 

REFSMMATS 

MPAD anaylsis of the continuing problem of COAS CAL delta bias error in on- 
board display, has shown that there is a small non-orthogonality in the 
REFSMMATS generated by gyro compass align. MPAD believes this is the major 
contributor to the COAS CAL error. This may also be a significant factor in 
the variation of gyro delta's and star align torquing angles with attitude, 
The STS-8 REFSMATS exhibited this error. 

RECOMMENDATION - 

REFSMMATS be made orthogonal and uplinked to eliminate this error. 

AFT DAP CONTROL PBS FALSE FAIL INDICATION 

During two TORS low bit rate passes beginning at GMT 243:07:09:21 and 
243:08:08:30 contacts B on the AFT DAP AUTO and MAN pbs showed failed in the 
high state. A snapshot of the data showed that the two bits, which were in 
the same parent word (FF4,CD 09,CH 00), were set high coming high into building 
30. Further: during GSTON high data rate passes the contacts did not show 
failed and there was no indication of RM downmoding the switches. The problem 
recurred on FD5 during a TORS low data rate pass, and demonstrated the same 
symptoms. See also MER/SPAN Mission Action Request attached. 

RECOMMENDATION = 

No action. 
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IMU DRIFT RATE CHANGE DURING -XST ATTITUDE 

IMU drift compensations for FD 1 were computed for a time when the vehicle 
was tracking -ZLV. On FO 3 we maneuvered to -XSI for a CANOPY COLD SOAK 
test (14 hours), During that time the IMU's exhibited drift rates in excess 
of 2.5 sigma. Because of the radical change in drift characteristics with 
attitude change and because we intended to return to a -ZLV attitude, we 
decided not to compensate the IMU's while in -XSI. Within minutes of returning 
to -ZLV the drift rates returned to the previous near zero values. This was a 
graphic illustration of the IMU's sensitivity to vehicle attitude changes. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Refrain from making unnecessary IMU updates in response to attitude induced 
drift rate changes, unless that attitude is to be maintained for an extended 
period. 

  

ROLLING IMU ALIGN 

On FD 4 the first alignment was conducted at 2/19:38 using the LVLH roll 
technique. The maneuver was initiated manually with a roll rate of .13 deg/sec, 
slightly less than the .2 deg/sec assigned to the DAP in PULSE mode. As the 
roll progressed; however, the rate did increase somewhat to an average value 
of about .15 deg/sec. This had no affect on star acquisition. Since the rate 
was less, the vehicle was still approximately 130 deg out of attitude when the 
25-30 minute procedure time had elapsed. The crew wondered whether to return 
to DAP AUTO or just continue the LVLH roll to attitude; they were advised 
to go to AUTO. The roll rate then increased to .2 deg/sec and the maneuver 
was completed. To protect against future errors in the roll rate (high or low) 
the procedure time should allow for approximately 270 degrees of rotation before 
returning to AUTO. AUTO can be selected at any time after 180 degrees and 
before 360 degrees of rotation. This will also make precise adherence to the 
time unnecessary. This alignment and the several others performed during 
the remainder of the mission produced excellent results with star pair angular 
separations between 80 degrees and 100 degrees. The reason for the DAP not 
achieving the full .2 deg/sec pulse rate loaded was due to the fact that the 
rate deadband was too constraining in Pitch & Yaw. The DAP would not turn 
on jets on the right side of the vehicle to control Pitch and Yaw since these 
jets would directly violate the +Roll command still present in the jet select 
jogic. The only alternative was for the DAP to turn off the +Roll jets it had 
on. This resulted in a degraded +Roll rate. If the rate deadband was wider, 
more time would elapse before a Pitch or Yaw response would be required giving 
Roll more time to achieve its rate. 

RECOMMENDATION = 

Open the rate deadband to .2 deg/sec to prevent the DAP from turning off the 
Roll jets needed to attain the .2 deg/sec rate and change the procedure time 
to approximately 22 minutes with the option to use roll (from the start roll 
attitude) of greater than 180 degrees and less than 360 degrees. 
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STAR TRACKER ACQUISITION TEST 

This was_an add-on test, the purpose of which was to permit subjective evaluation 
of the STAR TRACKER's sensitivity in acquiring targets in full field search over 
the sunlit horizon. Such information would be useful in planning rendezvous 
operation, etc.; where in a similar situation, sunlit debris might interfere 
with TRACKER acquisition, The test was conducted in accordance with the pro- 
cedure attached. The orbiter was in a +XLV attitude payload bay forward. 

Six acquisitions were made beginning at solar noon (3/21:35 orbit 63), and 
ending at sunset. The crew reported that they were surprised that the STAR 
TRACKERS did not immediately break lock when the item 8 was executed. The 
explanation for this was determined from the mechanics of the break-lock 
procedure. When the software issued the BREAK-LOCK the scanner skips four 
lines and continues. If the image is very bright and blooms over the four 
lines the tracker will immediately reacquire the object, giving the impression 
that lock was never broken. Track will then continue until the object passes 
from the field of view. The test was successful and meaningful data was 
obtained. The question did arise whether more meaningful results might be 
gained if the procedure used repeated item 8's rather than just one per lock. 

  

A second test was conducted on FD 5 which included the repetitive item 8's 
to break-lock and also COAS observations to view the object. Four objects were 
tracked and the break-locks had no apparent affect. The COAS was of no help 
since the background was too bright. 

RECOMMENDATION ~ 

It may be necessary to modify the rendezvous target full field acquisition 
software to make use of offset mode to move the star tracker scan lines further 
from a bright object. 

STAR TRACKER HORIZON LIMIT TEST 

This was also an add-on test designed to demonstrate STAR TRACKER acquisition 
performance while tracking a star into the sunlit earth horizon. The test 
was initiated in an inertial attitude which was very close to a +XLV attitude 
bottom forward. Star 52 (magnitude +2.7) was repeatedly tracked and placed 
in the star table until the tracker would no longer acquire the star. During 
the test the elevation angle to the star diminished from 20 deg to 8 deg 
between the start time 3/23:08 and stop time 3/23:11. After 3/23:10 the 
crew could not get the star to go into the table. This indicated that the 
TRACKER would not track the star below approximatély 12 degrees. 

RECOMMENDATION ~ 

None. 

AUTOMATIC UPMODE TO PRCS ON FD 5 

Following FCS checkout, during vehicle reconfiguration, the crew turned all 
three MLS's off simultaneously. This resulted in a commfault on all three 
strings including IMU's 1, 2, and 3. The commfault set the Attitude Data 
Good flag bad which downmoded the DAP to free drift. Immediately upon 
clearing the commfault (next comp cycle), the DAP upmoded to PRCS discrete 
rate, 
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RECOMMENDATION - 

None. CR#59245 will fix the problem when it is applied. 

Huo 
During FCS Checkout Part 2 on FO 5 the crew reported seeing 20 knots indicated 
in the digital airspeed window on both HUD's. For this to occur the 100 
foot altitude flag must have been set. The Low test is designed to be set 
for 200 feet. This is_a fault in the HUD checkout initialization and not 
with the HUD itself. The same discrepancy was observed on STS-6 FCS C/O. 

RECOMMENDATION ~ 

Change the FOF to show the proper response. 

AMI/AVVI_ CHECKOUT DISCREPANCIES 

During FCS Checkout Part 2 the crew reported slight offsets in both AMI's and 
AVVI's. Both AMI's were reported to indicate 20.04 KFPS instead of 20.0 KFPS, 
The specification accuracy for this tape is +/-.034 KFPS. Also, the COR's 
Altitude tape indicated 304 KFT instead of 300 KFT during the High test. 
The PLT's Altitude tape read 308 KFT. Specification accuracy for these tapes is 
3.1 KFT. No failure threshold is specified for biases or offsets in these 
dedicated displays. 

RECOMMENDATION ~ 

Fix the dedicated displays to read within specification and establish a failure 
threshold for Entry planning. 

IMU_2 MODING’ TO STANDBY 
doubt 

IMU 2 went to standby on FD 6 at 248:0054:26. The crew did not have the IMU Z fee 

Align display (Spec 21) called up, and there was no other readily apparent“ 4 
    for the downnode. The IMU'came back to operate on its own @fter a fey 

FecandS>and although the crew performed the proper MAL procedures includini 
1/0 RESET and an MOM power cycle, the IMU was already operating properly 
because IMU 2had caged, an IMU to IMU alignment was performed. Since the downmode 
occurred just prior toa regularly scheduled star alignment, all three IMU's 
were then star aligned, After sufficient time had elapsed So that the nominal 
performance of IMU 2 could be assured it was reselected and used for the remainder 
of the flight. A review of the playback data revealed nothing exterior to the 
IMU that should have caused it to go to STBY. While the investigation is 
continuing, process of elimination suggests a transient internal to the IMU 
of the MOM which caused temporary loss of the operate discrete. A current status 
on this investigation has been hampered because data during the occurrence of this 
transient has not yet been available. 

RECOMMENDATION = 

  

Determine the source of the problem and fix or replace as necessary. 
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